












Key Points: Foundation of rates is the Wage selection. The Wage-based and 
additional components are then built in relative to the wage costs from the general 
ledgers or policy direction to get a “fully loaded rate”. The fully loaded rate is then 
multiplied by the billable unit (hour, day, 15 min, etc) and the staffing ratio (1 staff to 
1 person, 1 staff to 2 people, etc.) and the funding factor/percentage to get to the 
final rate for each service.  



Key Points: The wage data is derived from the Bureau of Labor and Statistics (BLS) 
database. The selected BLS code and percentile for each service is determined based 
on policy direction. The Standard wage is based on a calculated average of the 



regional BLS wage and membership distribution. 



Key Points:  The starting point for most of the component development was the 
relative to wage cost percentiles calculated from the general ledgers. From there 
Optumas and DDA examined, based on policy and feedback, whether the costs are 
appropriately aligned with policy goals. Depending on the service and based on policy 
goals, the DDA either selected the relative percentiles in the general ledgers or an 
enhanced calculation. For instance in some services, the DDA elected to take 125% or 
150% of the General Ledgers. This is indicated by the “Source” column within the 
rate models. 



Key Points: The required training is listed in this slide and which roles they apply to. 
The total number of training hours required for each role was factored into the cost.  



Key Points: The DDA factored in more than just required training hours for the 
training component. The DDA recognized that accounting for the cost of training 
hours alone, may not cover the true costs of training. There are cost differences for 
full time vs. part time employment and tenured staff who would do ongoing training 
vs. new staff that would need all of the trainings. Optumas and DDA wanted to take 
into account turnover rates and coverage while staff is out on for training as well. 



Key Points: The general & administrative costs in the general ledgers showed about 
10.3% relative to the wages. The DDA made the policy decision to bump G&A up to 
12% to account for the added costs of transitioning and operationalizing the new 
system. This is another example of when the DDA chose to enhance the component, 
rather than taking the value from the GLs to align the component with policy goals. 
Additionally, the DDA included an adjustment for day hab closures because the DDA 
recognizes that when there are closures in day settings, Residential services are also 
impacted. Optumas collected 3 years of data about closures. In the 1096 days of 
service we looked at, we saw that there were 26 closures which is approximately 



2.4% applied to the rate. 



Key Points: The DDA has updated the residential hours using a staffing model for the 
various residential sizes. Additionally, the DDA built in "flex hours"per residence into 
the base/shared hours to address the need for some flexibility to support providers 
in operationalizing individualized, community based activities and supports.



Key Points: This slide shows how each of the components are combined together, 
along with the funding level adjustment, to calculate the final rate.



Key Points: The tables show a high level summary of the changes that have been 
made to rates since April of 2021. More details around each adjustment and the 
impacted services can be found in the attached document. 





Key Points: This table shows a build-up of the day habilitation small group services as 
an example priority topic for review. Refer to the overview of rate development 



slides for individual component development details.



Key Points: This is only an example of the process that we could take to review a 
component of day hab and address the concerns. Listed are some potential data 



requests and various analyses that may give us more insight into what our levers are.



Key Points: Another lever we could use to address concerns about day hab is to 
impact the group staffing ratio, by collecting information on typical group sizes and 
reviewing the aggregated distribution. If the staffing ratio is different than originally 
projected, the difference could inform a rate change.



Key Points: Could look at discrete services for each group size to address comments 
around fixed and variable costs. However, we’ve heard from providers that this could 
be administratively burdensome, especially with 15 minute units and changing group 
sizes.



Key Points: Some questions to think about when we are deciding on priorities, 
discussion what we can address in FY23 vs. FY24. 



Key Points: Review of the priorities, thinking about ones we want to start addressing 
for FY24. 










